A model is presented that correlates the measured electric capacitance with the energy that comprises the desolvation, dissociation and adsorption energy of an ionic liquid into carbonaceous electrode (represented by single-wall carbon nanotubes). An original methodology is presented that allows for the calculation of the adsorption energy of ions in a host system that does not necessarily compensate the total charge of the adsorbed ions, leaving an overall net charge. To obtain overall negative (favorable) energies, adsorption energies need to overcome the energy cost for desolvation of the ion pair and its dissociation into individual ions. Smaller ions, such as BF 4 − , generally show larger dissociation energies than anions such as PF 6 − or TFSI − . Adsorption energies gradually increase with decreasing pore size of the CNT and show a maximum when the pore size is slightly greater than the dimensions of the adsorbed ion and the attractive van der Waals forces dominate the interaction. At smaller pore diameters, the adsorption energy sharply declines and becomes repulsive as a result of geometry deformations of the ion. Only for those diameters where the adsorption reaches maximum values is the adsorption energy sufficiently negative to balance the positive dissociation and desolvation energies. We present for each ion (and ionic liquid) what the most adequate electrode pore size should be for maximum capacitance.
INTRODUCTION
For the migration from fossil-fuel/coal energy generation to be successful, one significant issue remains to be resolved: the discontinuous nature of most renewable and greener energy sources. Photovoltaic plants and windmills farms, for example, cannot compete in terms of a continuous supply of energy (or, as of today, in terms of power) with coal/gas plants or nuclear reactors. To help narrow the gap without disregarding the environmental aspects, industrial-grade ecofriendly energy storage is required. An issue facing similar difficulties but on a smaller scale is energy storage for electric vehicles, which require high energy and power density storage.
There are two main ways of storing electrical energy: in chemical bonds (as in batteries) and through charge separation (as in capacitors). A subset of the latter, called supercapacitors (or electrical double layer capacitors, EDLCs) are of special interest because of their high cyclability (similar to that of "normal" capacitors) and their specific-power/specific-energy ratio, which places them closer (in terms of usability) to batteries. 1 Contrary to standard capacitors, where the electrodes are separated by an insulating material (dielectric), in EDLCs, an electrolyte separates the electrodes. The term EDLC comes from the two layers that contribute to the amount of energy to be stored. The first corresponds to the charge accumulation in the solid electrode, and the second corresponds to the adsorbed ions from the (liquid) electrolyte on its surface. In terms of power, EDLCs exceed commercially available batteries. However, when it comes to energy storage (or the length of time for which the capacitor can provide said power), supercapacitors still fall short. An attempt to find ways to increase the energy storage capacity of EDLCs is the main motivation behind this work.
There are different kinds of EDLCs depending on the materials used for the electrodes and electrolyte. They can be divided into three main groups: metal oxide, conducting polymer, and carbon-based capacitors. The last is a diverse group, as the there are many different materials and routes to obtain high-porosity materials, from coconut shells to carbidederived carbons (CDCs). 2, 3 Porous carbon materials are seen as an excellent choice for electrodes given their tunability and availability.
Recently, it has been shown that a decrease in the average pore size of carbonaceous materials used in EDLCs can generate an increase in the capacitance of the cell. 1,4−6 This behavior is observed when the size of the pores is commensurate with that of the bare ions of the electrolyte, suggesting the loss of the solvation shell surrounding the ion. This phenomenon has been observed for different roomtemperature ionic liquids. 7 Moreover, it has been shown that the pore accessibility is controlled by size effects and not charge saturation. 7 To improve the understanding on a molecular level of this anomalous increase in capacitance, a significant number of molecular modeling studies have been conducted. For example, Huang et al. 8 proposed a model to correlate the capacitance with the pore size and specific area of the carbonaceous electrode, among other properties. Very recently, Feng et al. published a mini-review/perspective with molecular insights from molecular simulations, 9 in which they suggested that the capacitance of porous supercapacitors closely correlates with the nature and size of the room-temperature ionic liquid, the generic features of the pores of the electrode, and the applied potential.
Shim and Kim 10 performed molecular dynamics simulations to quantitatively calculate the capacitance of the ethylmethylimidazolium/tetrafluoroborate ionic liquid as a function of the pore diameter of single-wall carbon nanotubes to model the electrode. In this study, they were able to correctly reproduce the experimentally observed trend of the increase in capacitance. However, the model underestimated the capacitance by a factor 2, which the authors attributed to the absence of polarizability of the ionic liquid. Using a similar approach, Yang et al. 11 calculated capacitances for the tetraethylammmonium/tetrafluoroborate ionic liquid Very recently, using molecular dynamics, Merlet et al. 12 demonstrated that, even at null potential, the electrode is already wetted by the ionic liquid of the electrolyte. Moreover, once an electric potential has been applied, the charging process involves the exchange of ions with the bulk electrolyte with no change of the volume of liquid inside the electrode. This exchange is accompanied by a partial decrease in coordination number of the ions made possible by the electrode. Importantly, for the confinement, no well-organized second layer (of counterions) can be formed, thus preventing overscreening effects, which contributes to the observed increased capacitance. Using this model, Merlet et al. calculated capacitances that were in good agreement with experimental data.
Here, the objective was not to reproduce capacitances quantitatively but, rather, to establish a model that allows for the screening of ionic liquids for a given nanoporous material, and vice versa, to maximize the capacitance. More precisely, in this semiquantitative approach, we calculate the energy involved in desolvating the ion and bringing it into a (carbon) nanopore, because this energy appears to be inversely related to the electric capacitance (vida infra). The presented methodology thus helps identifying the best match between ion and pore size, thereby allowing ionic liquids to be screened for a given nanopore distribution and vice versa. Although, experimentally, CDCs are often used as porous materials, in this work, we used single walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs), because of their well-defined pore size and geometry. In this study, a total of 18 different nanotubes with both armchair (n,n) and zigzag (n,0) configurations were used (where n if a characteristic vector that is commonly used when describing CNTs), with varying pore diameter from 4.5 to 14 Å. Additionally, our study focuses on 18 ionic liquids, formed by pairing six different cations and three different anions, which are presented in Table 1 .
METHODOLOGY
To study the nature of the adsorption of the ionic liquid into the electrically charged electrode, a thermodynamic cycle was used as presented in Figure 1 . This cycle comprises three main energy contributions that are calculated individually: (a) the energy cost to desolvate one ion pair from the bulk liquid, denoted as E desolv ; (b) the energy required to dissociate the cation from the anion, E diss ; and (c) the energy involved in the adsorption of the ions in the nanopore, E ads . By calculating these contributions independently, we could identify the limiting steps. Finally, by adding all of the terms, we recovered the overall energy of the process. In the next paragraph, we detail how each energy contribution was precisely calculated, and we end this section by giving the parameters and conditions used in each computation or simulation.
The desolvation energy (E desolv ) was approximated by the enthalpy of vaporization and calculated as (1) in which U liq and U gas are the average total energy of the bulk divided by the number of ion pairs (here, 250) and the average total energy of one ion pair, respectively. The total average energies of the bulk and the ion pair were obtained from NVT molecular simulations. In the case of the bulk liquid, the NVT simulations were preceded by NPT calculations to obtain the right density. Next, the dissociation energy (E diss ) was calculated as the energy difference between the ion pair and the individual ions. This energy resulted from DFT calculations in which only the lowest-energy conformers were taken into account. The conformers were generated by performing NVT simulations, at 298 K, and then extracting the species at regular time intervals and relaxing their geometry.
The last step involved the adsorption of the ion in the nanopore. This is a rather delicate step, from a computational point of view: If one performs a molecular dynamics (or Monte Carlo) simulation of an ion in an unequally oppositely charged nanopore, the overall charge is not zero. To calculate the longrange electrostatic contributions, for example, using Ewald summation, this net charge needs to be compensated. However, we found that the total energy of the system becomes sizedependent if the overall charge does not equal zero. On the other hand, if we take a system with two CNTs, one tube for the cation and another for the anion, we obtain the overall adsorption energy and lose information about the contribution of each individual ion. To overcome this problem, we applied the following novel methodology presented in Figure 2 . Instead of taking two pores, one per ionic species, we still used two pores (A and A′), but in each pore, an ion of the same nature was inserted. However, to ensure electroneutrality, the signs of the net atomic charges of one ion were inverted. In this way, we created "virtual" ions such as BF 4 + , PF 6 + , or BMIM − . It is important to underline that only the signs of the net atomic charges were inverted and all other force field parameters, namely, bond, bond-angle, dihedral-angle, and Lennard-Jones parameters, remained unchanged. Therefore, the total energy was not impacted by this change in sign of the charges.
The overall charge of the system is now, by definition, zero, because both the studied ions and the two nanopores have opposite charges. This novel strategy presents several advantages: (1) The net charges of the nanopores can be varied independently from the number of ions inserted, as long as the two nanopores have opposite charges and the numbers of ions inserted in the two pores remain equal. (2) The number of ions in the nanopore can be varied, although the numbers in the two pores must be equal. (3) Because the average total energy calculated for the interaction between the pore and the inserted ion(s) is the same for both subsystems, the statistics of the molecular dynamics is improved by a factor of 2.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
3.1. Molecular Dynamics Simulations. All molecular dynamics simulations were performed with DL_Poly Classic (v2.18) 18 with a time step of 0.5 fs. Simulations for the bulk liquid started by generating a low-density box using the PACKMOL program 19 consisting of 250 ionic pairs. NPT simulations at 298.15 K and 1 atm typically ran for at least 5000 ps to converge the density. We applied the Nose−Hoover thermostat and barostat constants of 0.1 and 0.1 ps, respectively, and a van der Waals cutoff of 18.5 Å was set. Ewald summation 20 was used to calculate the electrostatic energy contributions, with the Ewald precision set to 1 × 10 −8 . Hydrogen−carbon bonds were constrained with the SHAKE algorithm (tolerance of 1 × 10 −8 ).
The NVT simulations at 298 K (Nose−Hoover thermostat, 0.1 fs) of a single ion pair were performed in a large cubic box (typically 10 9 Å 3 ) to minimize interactions with periodic images. The cutoff for the van der Waals and electrostatic interactions was set to 50 Å, to avoid contributions from periodic images.
To calculate the adsorption energies, the setup was used as presented in Figure 2 and NVT simulations were run at 298 K (Nose−Hoover thermostat, 0.1 fs). To minimize the interactions between the two CNTs and adsorbed ions, the CNTs were separated by 5000 Å, and the simulation box had dimensions of 10000 × 10000 × 51.577 Å 3 . Because there is only a single ion in the nanotube, the system stabilized rather quickly, and data collection was started after 10000 steps with a production run of 1 × 10 6 steps. As DL_POLY has the ability to present energy interactions by molecular types, only the required energies, that is, the nanotube−ion interactions, were used for this study 3.2. Force Field. To be able to represent faithfully the behavior of molecules, it is necessary to have adequate forcefield parameters. In the past decade, several research groups have worked on the development and refinement of force fields for ionic liquids, including coarse-grained models, 21, 22 unitedatom models, 23−25 and all-atom models. In the last two approaches, both polarizable and nonpolarizable atoms have been considered. Borodin and co-workers developed a polarizable-atom potential (APPLE&P 26−28 ) and performed different studies on the properties of different ionic liquids. 29−36 On the other hand, there are several potentials, dved mainly from the optimized potential for liquid simulations (OPLS), among which stand out those of Sambasivarao and Acevedo 37 and of Lopes and co-workers 13, 14, 17 because of the vast numbers of ionic liquids they cover. Of these two, that of Lopes et al. has been more widely used and tested 38 and was applied in this work.
CNTs were modeled as rigid bodies with fixed identical partial charges on all C atoms (vide infra).
3.3. Quantum Mechanical Calculations. Ion pair dissociation energies for the 17 pairs were calculated using the B3LYP functional combined with the 6-311G(d,p) basis as implemented in the Jaguar suite of programs. 39 The default criteria for self-consistent-field (SCF) energy convergence and geometry optimization were used.
RESULTS

Bulk Liquid: Densities and Enthalpies of Vaporization.
As an initial test of our simulations, we determined the liquid-phase density. The results showed the expected behavior, with deviations of less than 5% from the simulated and experimental values reported in the literature. 37 The results are presented in the second column of Table 2 for the 18 pairs. 4.2. Enthalpy of Vaporization. Because we are interested in the relative values between different ionic liquids and not in the absolute values, we use the enthalpy to describe the desolvation energy of an ion pair . The values are reported in Table 1 . It appears difficult to observe a general trend between the enthalpy of vaporization and the nature of the cation and/ or anion. Among the ionic liquids calculated, BMIM/BF 4 , EMIM/TFSI and PIP 13 /PF 6 have the smallest enthalpies of vaporization.
4.3. Dissociation Energies. The dissociation energy was calculated using the above-described methodology, and the results are presented in column 4 of Table 2 . Figure 3 summarizes the results. The calculated values agree well with previously reported results. 40 This graph clearly shows that the smallest anion (BF 4 − ) always shows the highest dissociation energy, whereas for the larger anions PF 6 − and even more so the TFSI anion, the overall negative charge is distributed over a larger number of atoms, thereby reducing the interaction with the cation and thus decreasing the dissociation energy. These curves take the form of a Lennard-Jones potential: Each curve shows a minimum, and the position of the minimum depends on the size of the ion. Table 3 shows the second longest molecular length of each ion. This length determines whether the ion is still capable of entering the CNT (we thus assume that the greatest molecular length does not play a role, because the ion will align parallel to the axis of the CNT) and can thus be considered as the critical length or diameter: If the pore diameter of the CNT becomes smaller than this "critical diameter", the ion will experience increasing repulsive forces to enter the nanotube.
From this descriptor, it follows that the "smallest" ion, BF 4 − , has the smallest internal diameter and that the "largest" ion, TEA + , has the largest internal diameter, as is indeed is the case ( Table 3) . It is to be noticed that for, the ions with critical diameters of 5.4−7.1, all these ions have their energy minimum at 5.9 Å, because in the interval of 5.1 and 6.7 Å, only four nanotubes are considered to have diameters of 5.1, 5.9, 6.0, and 6.7 Å.
Ions exhibiting some flexibility in their geometry, for example, they might undergo changes in dihedral angles (or even bond angles), thereby increasing their internal energy only marginally, all have their optimum adsorption energies at a pore size that is slightly smaller than the critical distance. This is most pronouncedly seen for TEA + (with four flexible ethyl groups) and BMIM + (flexible n-butyl group). For ions that lack this flexibility, as for BF 4 − , the pore diameter for the optimum adsorption energy is very close to the critical length. In the case of PF 6 − , it is even somewhat larger. The adsorption energy presented in Figure 5 for each ion is the sum of intramolecular and intermolecular energies. Of course, the intermolecular energy, which is the sum of the van der Waals energy and the electrostatic energy, depends on the overall charge of the carbon nanotube. We applied a set of three overall charges: 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 e. However, because the number of carbon atoms per cell used in the molecular simulations was not the same for all investigated CNTs, the net atomic charges on each carbon atom varied slightly (between 0.0005 and 0.0042 e), even though the overall charge of the CNT was the same. We are well aware that simulations with a fixed potential, instead of fixed charges, do not necessarily yield the same results, for example, for ion organization and speed of convergence. 41 However, in our case, because only a single ion was simulated, there was no ion organization. Moreover, our force-field model did not allow for atomic charge polarization.
From Figure 5 it can be easily seen that the shape of the overall adsorption energy is essentially determined by the van der Waals curve. This energy contribution is attractive (negative energy value) over the whole range, but becomes positive at pore diameters smaller than 4.5 Å, likely because repulsive interactions dominate when the pore diameter is smaller than the critical length of BMIM + (6.5 Å) and the ion needs to be distorted to enter the tube. The curve shows a minimum where the ion size matches the CNT diameter.
On the other hand, the electrostatic energy and the internal energy, which is the sum of the bond, angle, and torsion energies, are both positive and thus have a destabilizing effect. The (repulsive) electrostatic energy increases slightly over the range from 4.5 to 14 Å. This energy term is the sum of the intramolecular electrostatic energy (independent of the CNT pore diameter) and the intermolecular (between ion and CNT) electrostatic energy, which diminishes with increasing interatomic distance (vide infra).
The internal energy becomes more positive when the pore diameter reaches the size of the critical length of the ion, as a result of a significant increase in the bond angle energy.
The impact of an increase in the overall charge of the CNT on the electrostatic energy is displayed in Figure 6 .
The electrostatic energies resulting from interactions within the cation (intramolecular) always have a repulsive character and are relatively independent of the pore diameter. At low overall charges (0.5 and 1.0 e), these positive charges are not compensated by the attractive interactions between the ion and CNT. Only when the overall charge is increased to 2.0 e does the sum of the inter-and intramolecular electrostatic interactions become negative up to a diameter of 9.0 Å (× symbols). Beyond this diameter, the contribution rapidly drops to values calculated for overall charges of 0.5 and 1.0 e. Because the ion is mainly located near the surface of the CNT during the dynamics, the favorable interactions with the other C atoms diminish as the pore diameter increases. Eventually, they converge to a certain value when the pore diameter becomes infinite. This tendency is, of course, more pronounced as the charge on the carbon atoms increases. This is schematically depicted in Figure 7 .
Representing CDCs by CNTs.
To better compare the calculated total energy using CNTs with the experimental capacitance for which carbide-derived carbons (CDCs) were used, we needed to correlate the two. CDCs are synthesized by the high-temperature chlorination of carbides. 4 CDCs have a narrow pore size distribution with a mean value that can be tuned by varying the chlorination temperature (cf. Figure 8) .
We now reasonably assume that the CDCs have a pore width distribution with a Gaussian distribution around its mean value. Instead of simulating a CDC by using a single CNT that has its diameter closest to the experimental pore width, we used a weighted distribution of several CNTs. The weights were chosen to match as closely as possible the different pore width distributions presented by Gogotsi and co-workers. 42, 43 It is relevant to add here that Kondrat et al. suggested that the pore size distribution is a far more important parameter than the average pore size alone, because the energy stored depends on the width of the Gaussian distribution. 44 Figure 9 shows the six weighted distributions with the average pore diameters studied here.
We recalculated the adsorption energy for the different ions using these weighted distributions ( Figure 10 ). It can be seen that the minimum of each curve became slightly shallower, whereas its position essentially remained the same with respect to the unimodal distribution in Figure 4 and Table 4 . Figure 7 . Two-dimensional schematic representation of the electrostatic interaction between the ion (solid circle) and CNT. As the pore diameter increases, the contributions of the C atoms of the CNT to E elec diminish (indicated by a diminishing thickness of the lines) and finally converge when the pore diameter becomes infinite. 4.6. Capacitance. As previously mentioned, significant increases in capacitance using ionic liquids and electrodes with pore diameters equivalent in size to the bare ions have been reported. Figure 11 shows the capacitance for the 1.5 M TEA/ BF 4 in acetonitrile (ACN) system (top) 5 and the EMI/TFSI system (bottom). 6 It can be clearly seen that the maxima of the capacitance curve shift as a function of the dimension of the ion: The smaller BF 4 − ion finds its maximum at a smaller pore diameter (7.0 Å, blue curve), whereas the larger TEA + ion has a maximum at larger pore sizes (∼7.5 Å, green curve). For the EMI/TFSI system, the (overall) maximum is found at 7.1 Å.
When we considered the pore diameter with maximum adsorption energy, we found very good agreement for all ions, except for the BF 4 anion, for which, according to the simulations, the optimum adsorption energies were found near 5.2 Å. The shift to the experimentally observed maximum of 7.0 Å suggests that this anion is not present as a neat anion, but is still (partially) coordinated by acetonitrile solvent molecules. This corroborates the dissociation energies calculated for this anion, which are significantly higher than those for TFSI − or PF 6 − , clearly indicating that solvent molecules play an important role in contributing to an increase in the measured capacitance. 5 We note that the maximum capacitance for TEA + at 7.5 Å corresponds well with the optimum pore diameter calculated using the multimodal model, suggesting that TEA enters the CNT as a neat ion without solvent molecules. 4.7. Ionic Liquid Screening. Because we determined the desolvation energy and dissociation energy for each ionic liquid and because we calculated the adsorption energy for each ion, as detailed in Figure 1 , we can calculate the overall energy contribution for each ion as a function of the pore size of the nanoporous material. These energies are presented in Table 5 , where negative (favorable) energies are indicated in bold. Overall negative energy values are obtained only if the adsorption energies outweigh the energy costs of desolvation and dissociation, that is, if the pore size is slightly greater than the dimensions of the ion and, thus, the adsorption energy becomes the most negative.
It can be seen that, if the sizes of the cation and anion are quite different, the minima of the adsorption energy are well separated, and therefore, they do not outweigh the desolvation and dissociation energies for a given nanopore diameter, so that the total energy change upon adsorption remains positive. This is seen, for example, for cations PIP 13 + , PYR 14 + , SPB + , and TEA + in combination with the BF 4 − anion. Recall that BF 4 − was simulated as a neat anion without any solvent molecules (such as ACN). Using these overall energy values, we now have a guideline for the selection of the ionic liquids with the largest capacitances for a given pore size, or vice versa. For example, the couple BMIM/TFSI would give one of the highest capacitances for a pore size around 6.5 Å, whereas BMIM/ BF 4 is more adequate for pore sizes near 5 Å. Additionally, on the basis of overall energy changes, it can be reasonably expected that, for the pore distribution around 6.5 Å, the capacitance is highest. However, the use of asymmetric electrodes (i.e., electrodes with different average pore sizes) is recommended if ionic liquids in which the anions and cations have substantially different geometrical sizes are used.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In this article, we have shown that the energy curves related to ion (of an ionic liquid as an electrolyte in a capacitor) adsorption from the bulk solution into carbon nanotubes with varying diameters correlates with the normalized/specific capacitance curves, as a function of the pore diameter of the carbonaceous electrode material. To this end, the desolvation of an ion pair from the bulk solution was calculated using molecular dynamics simulations, and its dissociation energy was estimated using B3LYP calculations. An original method was presented to calculate the adsorption of the ion in the nanopores of the electrode (represented by carbon nanotubes) in which the total charge of the ion is not necessarily compensated by the overall charge of the CNT of the electrode.
Favorable adsorption energies outweigh the desolvation and dissociation energies only if the pore size of the nanopore is slightly greater than the size of the ion, that is, the ion is well enveloped by the carbon atoms of the nanotube and the favorable van der Waals interaction become optimal. If the pore size gets smaller than the ion, the ion needs to be deformed to enter the pore, and this severely penalizes the adsorption energy. On the other hand, if the pore size is significantly larger than the ion, favorable van der Waals interactions are too small to compensate for the dissociation and desolvation energies, and the total energy balance remains negative.
If one considers symmetric electrodes, the most favorable adsorptions energies are obtained when both anions and cations have comparable dimensions. TSFI − is comparable in size to the investigated cations and larger than BF 4 − and PF 6 − . Moreover, larger anions would have smaller dissociation energies as compared to BF 4 − , positively impacting the overall energy change, ΔE tot , in Figure 1 .
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